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ABSTRACT
The response of the moon to magnetic-field stet;
	
ansients in the
solar wind has been investigated for seventy-five events, using simul-
taneous data from the Apollo 12 lunar surface magnetometer and the
lunar orbiting Explorer 35 magnetometer. These transient events were
all selected at times when the moon was in the free-streaming solar
wind and the Apollo 12 magnetometer was on the lunar dark side. The
lunar-nighttime Apollo 12 magnetometer data consistently show a distinct
Jifference between radial and tangential surface magnetic-field compo-
nents for all step transients; this property strongly implies that the
surface magnetometer is measuring a. global rather than a, local effect.
The simplest model which qualitatively explains all tle general aspects
of the dark-side transient-response data is a spherically symmetric
three-layer model having a thin outer crust of very low electrical con-
ductivity. The intermediate layer, of radial thickness R 1 -- R 2 , where
0.95R	 <
moon	 moon
R1 < R	 and R 2 <	
moon
0.6R
	 , has an electrical conductivity
-
01 = 1.7 t 0.4 x 10-4 mhos /mete„; the inner core has a maximum radius
R 2 - 0.6R
moon 
and minimum conductivity 0 2 _ 10- 2 mhos/meter. Tempera-
tures are calculated from these conductivities for several possible
6S
2
lunar material compositions. For the example of an olivine moon, the
temperatures of the ?ayers are as follows: crust, < 530 0 K; inter-
mediate layer, 840° K; core, ? 1240° K.
INTRODUCTION
Astronauts Conrad and Bean set up the first magnetic observatory on
the moon during the lunar surface exploration phase of the Apollo 12 mis-
sion. This magnetometer is one of the five scientific instruments collec-
tively called the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP). It
measures three components of the vector magnetic field every 0.3019 second
in the range 0 to 400 gammas with a resolution of 0.2 gamma and transmits
this data to earth, where it is recorded continuously during the one-year
ALSEP mission. The magnetometer is located at 23.350
 West i0ngit 1:de and
2.970 south latitude in selenographic coordinates and lies 265 meters from
the Surveyor III spacecraft [HoZt and RenniZson, 19701. The primary rur-
pose of this magnetometer experiment is to measure the surface magnetic
field and to investigate the electrical properties deep in the lunar
interior. A secondary objective is to study the interaction of the moon
with the solar wind. Measurements of the ambient driving magnetic field
taken simultaneously at the lunar orbiting Explorer 35 satellite [Sonett
et al., 1967a] are used to determine the ambient field which surrounds
the moon and also to describe the time-dependent fields which induce
eddy currents inside the moon.
The electromagnetic environment at the moon varies strongly with
the lunar spatial position during each orbit around the earth (see Fig-
ure 1). During full moon the magnetic-field environment is governed by
the earth's dipolar field (which averages -10y at the lunar position)
Fig.  1
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and the neutral sheet in the geomagnetic tail which separates the inward-
and outward-directed field components. Prior to and subsequent to full
moon, the moon traverses the magnetosheath, a region of shocked plasma
and turbulent magnetic fields (averaging -8Y at the moon) which is pro-
duced by the interaction of the earth's magnetic dipole field with the
solar plasma emanating from the sun. Outside the magnetosheath region,
the moon is immersed in the direct solar wind and a frozen-in solar field
of -5y. The electromagnetic properties of each of these three main
spatial .regions are distinct and cause different responses by the moon.
During the last decade, considerable progress was made toward
determiria^.-ion of the electromagnetic properties of the moon. ':he first
magnetic-field measurements near the moon were made by the USSR space
probe Llina 2 [Do yi-rov Pt al. , 1961j. iie lunar field was found to have
an upper limit of 50 gammas at an altitude of 55 km from the sarface.
Further measurements were made by the lunar orbiting USSR satellit.
Luna 10 which approached to within 350 km of the lunar sur face. From
analysis of these data DoZginov et al. [19661 reported a 15-gamma mag-
netic field associated with a lunar magnetosphere. Sonett et aZ. [1967a1
and Ness et aZ. [19671 measured the magnetic field onboard the lunar
orbiting spacecraft Explorer 35 and set an upper limit of 2 gammas for an
intrinsic lunar field at sa-ellite periselene (800 km above the surface).
This placed an upper limit of 7 gammas for a permanent global field at
the surface and set the magnetic moment upper bound at 6 x 10 20 gauss-cm3
for an assumed centerk^:d lunar magnetic dipole. Later analysis by
Behannon [19681 set this upper bound at 10 20 gauss-cm3.
.Actual magnetic measurements of lunar surface samples have been com-
pleted at many laboratories. Remanent magnetization of Apollo 11 samples
;1.
T
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was found to lie generally in the range 10-3 to 10-5
 emu/g [see, e.g..;
DoeZI et aZ., 1970; Strangway et aZ., 1970; Runcorn et aZ., 19701.
Using Explorer 35 measuren.=ts obtained on both sides of the neutral
sheet in the geomagnetic tail, Behannon [1968] determined the bulk rela-
tive permeability of the moon to be less than 1.8. Experiments on
'Surveyors V and VI showed that lunar soil at those sites contain less 	 t
than 1/00 ferrous magnetic material by volume [de Wigs, 19681; if the mag-
netic material is assumed to be magnetite, the relative permeability of
the surface material at those sites is 1.0 1+. Direct magnetic suscepti-
bility measurements of samples from the Apollo 11 site [Nagata et aZ.,
1970; Strangway et aZ., 1970; Runcorn et al., 1970; LarocheZZe and Schwarz,
19701 indicate permeabilities ranging from 1.0006 to 1.08 for lunar
surface materials.
The relative dielectric constant of the lunar surface material has
been measured by earth- and _satellite-based .radar experiments. Hagfors
[1966], in his review of earth-'used observations of the moon, showed
that a relative dielectric constant of 2.6 is consistent with backscattered
measurements at 10 8 Hz. Brown et al. [1967] calculated a value of
3.5 ' 0.7 al, 10 10 Hz by using data from the radar altimeter and the
Doppler velocity sensor of the Surveyor III spacecraft. Returned Apollo 11
Samples were found to have dielectric constants ranging from 6 to 15 at
10 8 Hz [Chung et aZ., 19701.
Calculations from lunar orbiting satellite magnetometer data have
r
yielded upper limits for the bulk lunar electrical conductivity, while
returned samples have allowed direct measurements of conductivities of	 f
s
lunar surface material. CoZburn et aZ. [1967], using -the Explorer 35
f	 Ilk
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magnetometer measurements, estimated the conductivity to be less than
10-6 mhos/meter for a homogenous moon. They also stated that the mea-
surements -were consistent with a core of higher- conductivity surrounded
by a surface shell of very low conductivity. Ness [1968], from similar
measurements on the satellite, concluded that the effective homogenous
lunar conductivity is less than 10 -5 mhos/meter. In a later paper on the
eddy-current response, Ness [1969] calculated a core conductivity of
8 x 10-5
 mhoB/meter for a lunar model with a homogenous core of radius
1350 kTri surrounded by a nonconducting crust. He used simultaneous mea-
surements from Explorer 33 and Explorer 35 to analyze the lunar response
to a solar-wind magnetic discontinuity. Nonhomogeneous lunar conductivity
models have been considered by other investigators [e.g., England et al.,
1968; Ward, 1969; Hollweg, 19701. Measurements by Nagata [1970] and
Chung et al. [1970] showed that the Apollo 11 su; • face material at room
temperature in the laboratory possesses a direct-current conductivity in
the range 10- 7 to 10- 9 mhos /meter.
Theoretical studies of the electrodynamic response of the moon to
time-dependent solar-wind fields have been completed by many authors. Two
-types of whole-moon magnetic induction fields are treated: a poloidal
field due to eddy currents driven by time-varying external magnetic fields,
and a toroidal field due to unipolar currents driven through the moon by
the motional solar-wind V x
 B electric field.
In the poloidal case, eddy currents are induced in the moon by the
R
changes in the external magnetic field; associated with these currents is
a poloidal lunar magnetic field which tends to oppose the changes in the
driving field (see Figure 2a). The lunar poloidal response has been Fig. 2
6treated by Gold [1966] and Tozer and Wilson [1967], who assumed that the
nteract..Lua with the solar wind could be characterized by a Cowling time
constant paRm, where Rm
 is the radius of the moon, p the permeability,
and o the electric conductivity. Gold postulated that the time constani
would be long compared to a lunar rotation period and that the magnetic-
field lines would pile up un the front side and produce a shock wave.
Magnetometers and plasma probes onboard Explorer 35 did not detect this
shock wavP The classical eddy-current response of a homogenous sphere to
alternating and transient magnetic fields in a vacuum has been described
by Srrrdthe [1950] and by Wait [1951]. The case where the sphere is immersed
in a plasma rather than a vacuum is a much more complicated problem.
Schubert and Schwartz [1969] and Sill and Blank [1970] have considered the
overall time-dependent response of the moon to a fluctuating solar-wind
field. By assuming simplifying boundary cc.nditions . one car. solve the
vector Helmholtz equation for the time-dependent lunar field induced by
the time-varying magnetic field and the motional electrical field in the
solar wind. These solutions allow one to determine the electrical conduc-
tivity profile of the lunar interior if given the magnetic field at the
lunar surface and the external driving field as functions of frequency.
In the toroidal case, first treated by Sonett and COZbUrn [1967] , a
unipolar steady-state current is generated. in the moon and closes in the
solar plasma. This current is driven by an electric field E = V x B,
produced as the solar magnetic field B, frozen in the solar plasma,
sweeps by the moon with a relative velocity	 The current driven ry
this electric field will distort the magnetic field as it diffuses into
thLe lunar interior. The current system induces a toroidal magnetic field
p
7with a magnitude inversely proportional to the total resistance to cur-
rent flow through the moon (see Figure 2b). The unipolar current mag-
nitude is limited by the region of lowest conductivity in the current
path, whereas the eddy current magnitude is not. Even a very thin cr,_ist
of low conductivity, therefore, can effectively quench the toroidal mode,
allowing the poloidal response to dominate.
The induced lunar poloidal and toroidal fields can be studied by
analysis of simultaneous measurements by magnetometers on the lunar sur-
face and in the space surrounding the moor.. In this paper we examine the
response of the moon to a magnetic step transient (e.g., a tangential dis-
continuity) in the solar wind. The Apollu 12 magnetometer measures the
vector sum of the lunar response field and the external driving field at
the surface, while the Explorer 35 magnetometer., when positioned in the
free-streaming solar wind, measures the driving field alone. The time-
dependent decay characteristics of the induced. fields are dependent upon
the interior electrical conductivity, permitting a lunar electrical conduc-
tivity profile to be calculated frum the time-series response measurements.
Furthermore ;
 since the conductivity is a known function of temperature
(Ri.kitake, 19661, we calculate temperature profiles of the lunar interior
for assumed material com-cositions of the moon.
EXP"JRIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
In this experiment the response of the moon to a magnetic transient
is investigated by measuring the magnetic field simultaneously at the
Nazar surface and in the free-streaming solar wind near the moon. The
surface magnetometer measures the vector sum of the driving and response
6
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8fields while the distant orbiting magnetometer measures only the input
driving field as a function of time.
If
The Apollo 12 lunar surface magnetometer was activated by Astronauts
	 !
Conrad and Bean at 1439 hours GMT, 19 November 1969, and it continuously
transmits magnetic-field data from the lunar surface. Other instruments
deployed by the astronauts include a passive seismometer, a solar-wind
experiment, a suprathermal ion detector, and a cold-cathode pressure gauge.
These instruments, along with a central-station radio receiver-transmitter
and a nuclear power source, art. designed to measure lunar parameters con-
tinuously for a period of one year. The magnetometer developed for the
Apollo 12 mission is shown in Figure 3, and the critical instrument proper-	 Fig.  3
ties are listed in Table 1. (See Ihyal et al. [1970b] for a detailed
description of the instrument.)
Apollo 12 magnetometer sensors and sensor orientations. Three
	 I
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orthogonal vector components of the magnetic field are measured by three
fluxgate sensors The theory of operation for the fluxgate sensors has
been described in detail by Geyger [1964] and Gordon et al. [1965]. The
fluxgate 6ensors, located at the ends of three 100-cm-long orthogonal
booms, are separated from each other by 150 cm and are 75 cm above the
ground. Prelaunch test results show that the 100-cm separation of the
sensors from the magnetometer electronics and the 15-m separation between
the sensors and other Apollo 12 instruments limit the magnetic field due
to sxt- ificial sour^ec to less than 0.2 gamma at the sensor locations.
The Apollc; 12 magnetometer is deployed ors the lunar surface so that
each sensor is directed approximately 35 0 above the horizontal. The
•
Z-sensor is pointed toward the east, the X-sensor toward the northwest,
and the Y-sensor completes a right-hand orthogonal system. Figure 3 is a
10
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photograph taken by Astronaut Bean of the magnetometer and Astronaut
Ccnrad aligning the telemetry antenna toward earth.
Orientation measurements with respect to lunar coordinates are made
with two devices. A shadowgraph is used by the astronaut to align and
measure the azimuthal orientation with respect to the moon-to-sun line
to an accuracy of 0.5 0 . The orientation in two orthogonal vertical
planes is measured with gravity-level sensors which measure the tilt angle
to an accuracy of 0.2° every 4.8 seconds. Orientation has remained rela-
tively level, to within 3.2 0
 of vertical, during the first 8 months of
operation. There is a periodic shift of ± 0.5 0 which corresponds to the
lunar day-night cycle, and the instrument has slowly tilted in one direc-
tion by 0.5 0
 during the first 8 .1onths.
Each of the three fluxgate sensors can be oriented in three mutually
orthogonal directions by three motors driven by the site-survey and flip-
calibrate electronic sequencers. These digital sequencers are started
by ground command or internally generated central-station commands. The
sensor orientation is measured and transmitted to earth every 9.6 seconds.
During the site-survey or gradient mode of operation the sensors are
flipped and rotated in order to measure, simultaneously at all three sen-
sors, each of the three orthogonal components of the magnetic Field. This
permits the gradient to be calculated in the plane of the sensors. During
a flip-calibration mode of operation, four sets of amplitude calibration
fields are generated for sensor calibration and a toggle is used to rotate
the sensors 180 0 to determine the sensor zero offset.
Internal data processing. Internal data processing of the magnetic-
field measurements requires the major portion of the magnetometer elec-
tronics. The sersor electronics has three operating ranges at 1 100y, *200y,
4
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or-k00y, any of which can be selected by ground command. Calibration
and DC offset fields are generated by producing precisely known currents
in the sensor feedback windings. The analog output of the s--nsor elec-
tronics is internally processed by a low-pass prealias filter, an analug-
to--digital converter, a low-pass digital filter, and a telemetry encoder;
the output is transmitted to earth via the central-station S-band trans-
minter. These filters and data samples are designed to provide the maximum
amount of data for available telemetry bit rate. Hardware limitations
require the filter cutoff frequency to be much less than half the sampling
frequency, as dictated by the Nyquist sampling theorem.
The magnetometer has two data samplers: the analog-to-digital con-
verter (26.5 samples/second) and the central-station telemetry encoder
(3.3 samples/second). The prealias filter following the sensor electronics
has attenuations of 3 db at 1.7 Hz, 64 db at 26.5 Hz, and 58 db at the
Nyquist frequency (13.2 Hz), with an attenuation rate of 22 db/octave. The
four-pole Bessel digital filer limits the alias error to less than 0.05%
and has less than 1% overshoot for a step-function response. This filter
has an attenuation of 3 de at 0.3 Hz and. 48 db at the telemetry-sampling
Nyquist frequency (1.6 Hz) and has phase response that is linear with fre-
quency. The digital filter can be bypassed by ground command in order to
pass higher frequency information with a possible corresponding increase in
aliasing error.
The magnetometer experiment is controlled from the Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Texas, by commands transmitted from remote tracking stations.
There are ten ground commands and one internal spacecraft command which
establish the desired operational mode of the instrument. The digital data
is re,,orded on magnetic tapes at the remote sites and sent to Ames Research
Center for analysis.
6
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Explorer 35 magnetometer. The ambient steady-state and time-
dependent fluctuating magnetic fields in the lunar environment are mea-
sured by the Explorer 35 satellite magnetometer. A typical Explorer 35
orbit during a period when the Apollo 12 magnetometer was on the lunar
dark side and the moon was immersed in the solar wind is shown in Figure 4.	 4
The satellite has an orbital period of 11.5 roars, aposelene of 9390 km,
and periselene of 2570 km. The Explorer 35 magnetometer measures three
magnetic-field vector compon nts every 6.14 seconds and has an alias filter
with 18-db attenuation at the Nyquist frequency (0.08 Hz) of the spacecraft
data-Fampling system. For further information on this magnetometer, see
Sonett et aZ. [1967b].
TRANSIENT MAGNETIC-FIELD MEASURENiENTS AND ANALYSIS
Seventy-five step-function transients which have penetrated the moon
have been measured and analyzed using simultaneous data from the Apollo 12
lunar surface magnetometer ;.nd the lunar orbiting Explorer 35 magnetometer.
These are the first measurements which clearly show a whole-moon spherical
response to magnetic-field transients in interplanetary space.
These transients were selected from time periods when the moon was
in the free-streaming solar wind and the surface magnetometer was on the
lunar dark side. During these times the sunlit hemisphere of the moon
obstructs the solar-wind flow, forming an elongated cavity which extends
downstream for several lunar radii [Colburn et aZ., 1967; Lyon et al.,
1967; Ness et aZ., 19681. Compared to the free-streaming solar wind, the
plasma density on the dark-side surface is lower by two orders of magni-
ti a [Snyder et al., ]_970] and is down by at least one order of magnitude
in the cavity [Serbu, 1969].
a,
12
The poloidal magnetic field induced in the moon by transients in
the solar wind extend cut into this cavity and can be measured at the
lunar surface (see Figure 2a). In this paper, the distortion of the
poloidal field lines due to compressive effects on the sunlit side and to
the effects of solar-wind hydrodynamic flow past the moon [Michel, 1968;
Whang, 1958; Spreiter et aZ., 19701 will be neglected". to a first approxi-
mation for measurements made on the dark-side surface. The justification
for this approximation will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph.
A first overall scan of the Apollo 12 data revealed that the dark-
side transient measurements show .a remarkable similarity to the response
of a conducting sphere in a vacuum. Pleasured surface magnetic-field
radial components show a characteristic damped response to solar-wind
field step transients, while components tangent to the lunar sphere show
rapid response and overshoot initially, followed by decay to a steady-
state value. The characteristics of these transient measurements suggest
the use of a simple two-layer model of the moon as a first approximation.
Y)o-layer model and theory. An insert of Figure 5 schematically	 Fig. 5
shows this two-layer model, which has the following assumed properties:
The spherically symmetric model has a homogeneous inner core of scalar
electrical conductivity of and radius R 1 surrounded by a nonconducting
outer shell of outer radius Rm (the lwlar radius). The sphere is in a
vacuum and permeability is everywhere that of free space (u = u o ). Con-
ductijn ,urrents dominate displacement currents within the spher- and
dimensions of external field transients are large compared to the diameter
of the sphere. The toroidal induction mode is assumed to be negligible
compared to the poloidal mode. The validity and limitations of these
4
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assumptions will become apparent in the fit of the data to the model and
will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Using these assumptions, the
magnetic-field solutions of Maxwell's equations for the two-layer model
is derived in the appendix.
The coordinate systems used for this model are shown in Figure 5.
Total magnetic fields measured at the surface of the sphere are noted by
the subscript A (corresponding to Apollo 12 lunar surface magnetometer
measurements: BA ) and external applied magnetic fields are noted by the
subscript E (corresponding to lunar orbiting Explorer 35 magnetometer
measurements: BE ). The orthogonal unit vectors (r, 6,^) form a spherical.
field step-change vector (ABE ) and the radius vector
lie in the r - 6 plane. All data are expressed in
system (x, jr, z) which has its origin at the Apollo 12
is directed radially outward from the surface, while
to the surface, directed eastward and northward,
system; the external
to the Apollo 12 sit
a surface coordinate
magnetometer sitA; x
y and z are tangent
respectively.
Solutions of Maxwell's equations for the vector components of the
magnetic field at the lunar surface are listed below for the case of an
external magnetic-field step transient of magnitude AB 	
BEf BEc
applied to the lunar sphere at time t = 0; BEo and BEf are Explorer 35
initial and final external fields, respectively. For t < 0, the magnetic-
field vector components at the lunar surface (BA measured by the Apollo 12
magnetometer) and corresponding pretransient field components in the space
surrounding the moon (BE measured by Explorer 35) are identical:
t < 0:
BAx - BExo
	 (1)
BAy = BEyo	 (2)
BAz	 BEzo
	 (3)
1
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For times after the arrival of the step transient, the solutions for the
components of the vector field measured on the lunar surface can be
expressed as follows:
t > 0:
3
BAx = -3 
R1 (AB ExMt) + LExf	 (4)m(^) 3
BAy	 2	 ( ABEy)y(t) + 
BEY
f	 ( 5 )
3 11
3
BAz 2 R	 Ez Mt) + BEzf
	
(6)
m
where
ABET	 BEif - BEio'	 i = x ' Y ' Z.	 (7)
Here R 1
 and R. are radii of the conducting core and the moon, respectively.
BEio and BEif' are the initial and final external applied field components,
respectively, and are both measured by Explorer 35• BA ,l are total sur-
face fields measured by the P.pollo 12 magnetometer, and the time-dependence
of the magnetic field is expressed as
F(t)2 00
	
1 e	
-s2^2t
 L s2 xP µ Q R2
s=1	 0 1 1
The function F(t) is plotted versus t/11001R2 in Figure 6, and it is easily 	 Fig. 6
seen that the series converges to zero for t
	 See the appendix for a
detailed derivation of equations (1) through (8).
Solutions (4), (5), and (6) for radial and tangential transients are
shown in Figure 7. The various curves B Ai in Figures 7b and 7c represent Fig. 7
the components of the total magnetic field at the lunar surface; this total
field is the vector sum of the applied solar field (Figure 7a) and the
poloidal lunar eddy-current induced field. At the time of the transient
(t = 0), eddy currents are established in the conductor which oppose
(8)
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diffusion of the external magnetic field into the sphere. For times
t > 0, the eddy currents decay and the external field diffuses into the
conductor.
Figure 7b shows the response to both rising and falling step
transients in the radial component of the external field. All radial
response curves (BAx ) show a characteristic damped appearance since the
radial component of the eddy-current field always opposes the radial com-
ponent of the external field. The initial (t = 0) value of the total sur-
face field is determined by the size of the conducting core relative to
that of the whole moon, i.e., by (R 1 /Rm ) 3 . For t > 0, the eddy-current
field decays in a roughly exponential fashion (see equation (8) and
Figure 6), causing the total surface field to approach asymptotically the
post-transient value of the external field. The rate of decay is dependent
on the conductivity al and radius R 1 of the conducting sphere.
The surface tangential response to both rising and falling step
transients is shown in Figure 7c. The tangential components of the eddy-
current induced field are always of the same polarity as the tangential
components of the external field; this causes characteristic overshoot in
all BAy and BAz curves, quite in contrast to the appearance of the
radial component BAx . Again the initial (t = 0) value of the total sur-
face field is determined by the relative size factor (R 1 /Rm ) 3 . The initial
overshoot magnitude is limited to the maximum value ABE Y /2 or 
ABEz/2 for
the case R 1 - Rm . For t > 0, the tangential component of the surface
field decays to the post-transient value of the external field tangential
component, again according to equation ( 8).
Comparison of the data to the two-Zayer model. The general appearance
6
of the seventy-five transients studied was similar to the theoretical curves
16
shown in Figure 7. Several examples will be examined to show this quali-
tative agreement. For all data the Apollo 12 and Explorer 35 scales dif-
fer since the 36 1 5 gamma steady field at the surface site [DyaZ et aZ.,
1970a] has been retained in the Apollo 12 data.
A typical step-function transient involving all three vector compo-
nents is shown in Figure 8.
decay in the Apollo radial d
(B Ay and BAz ) . One can r,1so
curve that this transient is
One can easily see the characteristic damped
	
'Fig 8
ELta (BAx ) and overshoot in the tangential data
see from the external field magnitude 1BFI
a tangential discontinuity involving primarily
a field direction change. This external field direction change does, how-
ever, produce a step change in the Apollo 12 magnitude IBA I curve since it
vectorally adds to the local steady field at the Apollo 12 site.
Figure 9 shows a clear example of radial. response to four sequential
	 Fig. 9
transients, approximately two minutes apart. The damped response of the
BAx component, directed radially outward from the moon, is exceptionally
distinct. This particular transient also involved only a field direction
change and not a magnitude change, as indicated by the magnitude plotB E I
of the Explorer 35 data.
Figure 10 shows a transient which is tangent to the luliar sphere in 	 Fig. 10
the Y (easterly) direction. One can clearly see the overshoot in the
Apollo 12 y-component (BAy ) in response to the transient in the Explorer
35 y-component (BEy ). Thereafter the induced eddy currents diminish and
the total surface field BAy approaches the post-transient exterior-field
value (BEyf).
All transient measurements exhibit characteristic damping in the sur-
face field radial component and overshoot in the tangential component. The
17
dis:,inct difference between radial and tangential measurements clearly
shows symmetry with respect to the lunar sphere; this strongly implies
that the transient response is a whole-moon effect and discounts the pos-
sibility that the measured induction fields are due to a smaller conducting
body set off to one side of the Apollo 12 magnetometer.
The treoretical F(t) function given in equation (8) has been fitted
by
 the least-squares method to the post-transient (t > 0) Apollo 12 mea-
surements over four-minite intervals. A theory-to-data least-squares fit
4
Fig. 11for one particular transient is shown in Figure 11. For this transient,
values of al = 1.5 x 10-4 mhos/meter and 0.95E,n _< Ri < Rm best fit the
data. Dashed curves in Figure 11 show the strong dependence of F(t) on
the electrical conductivity a l
 for values of a l varying from
1.5 x 10-4
 by factors of 0.1, 0.5, 2, and 10. The average value of the
electrical conductivity for ten transient events was calculated to be
1.7 t 0.4 x 10-4 mhos/meter.
A determination of the radius of the conducting core was made by com-
paring the features at the start of the rise cr fall portion of the response
curves (as shown in Figure 7) with the data. The transient; in the radial
component indicate that the instrument is relatively close to the conduct-
ing core. By comparison with theoretical curves, the conducting-core
radius ws.s calculated to be in the range 0.95R m 5 R1 < Rm . For these
average calculated values of al and R I , the theorei,ical time-dependent
function F(t) of equation (8) will decay to less than 2% of its initial
value within four minutes.
Deviations from the two-layer model and introduction of a three-Zayer
MI-)deZ. Exs.mination of the time series step response for periods longer
6
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than four minutes revealed that the data deviates slightly from the two-
layer model. In particular, the total surface field measured by Apollo 12
does not decay exactly to the Explorer 35 final field value within this
four-minute time period for either radial or tangential components.
In order to investigate this deviation, differences between field
component values measured at t _ 0 and at t = + 4
 minutes in the Apollo 12
data were plotted against corresponding differences in the Lxplorer 35 data.
These plots, AB Aivs. ABEi , appear in Figure 12. Each Point correspondo to Tig. 12
a separate transient event occurring when the Apollo 12 magnetomet er was on
the lunar dark side. A reference line of slope one is shown on each plot,
indicating the functional dependence of AB Ai on
 ABET for a -two-layer
model which decays to an asymptotic value within four minutes. It is seen
that for the radial component the slope of a least-squares sL'raight line to
the data is -0.8, i . e. , Apollo 12 lunar surface fields, in general, fall
short of the Explorer 35 asymptotes by about 20% after four minutes. For
tangential components, on the other hand, the least-squares slope is -1.35,
indicating that the Apollo 12 data fails to decay back to the final
Explorer 35 asymptote by about 35% after the initial overshoot.
Another characteristic of these field differences is that the ratios
ABAi/"BEi' obtained at times ranging from sunset to past midnight, are
independent of the distance of the magnetometer from the solar-wind cavity
boundary. 'Phis, in turn, implies- that the deviation from the two-layer
model is not a function of position in the lunar cavity, and therefo:•e
effects of solar-wind hydrodynamic flow past the moon can be negl?cted.
In order to investigate the departure from two-layer theor,,, three
possible conditions that were excluded in the assumptions of the two-layer
model are qualitatively re-examined here: (1) the existence of a shell of
i
I
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permeability several times greater than u o in the moon, (2) a toroidal
induction mode large enough to be measured, and (3) a deep core of eon-
ductivity much higher than 10-4 mhos/meter.
If a permeable (u > uo ) shell exists in the moon, the arrival of a
step transient at the mcon would cause induction of a steady dipolar field
which would have a magnetic moment aligned along the external field direc-
tion [see Jackson, 1962). This induced dipolar field, as measured on the
lunar surface, would have a radial component in the same direction as the
radial component of the external field, whereas the tangential components
of the induced and external fields would be of opposite polarity. These
properties would cause the radial ratio 
ABAx/,^BEx to be greater than 1
and the tangential ratios ^B
Ay,z /I Ey,zII	 to be less than 1, in direct con-
trast to the measured characteristics of Figure 12.
In order to examine the toroidal field induction mode, it is necessary
to consider the geometric properties of a toroidal field. For a spheri-
cally symmetric moon, the toroidal mode has no radial component at the
lunar surface (refer to Figure 2b and Sill and Blank, 1970) and therefore	 S
would not describe the radial data shown in Figure 12a. Furthermore, the
toroidal field has cylindrical rather than dipolar geometry (see Figure 2b),
and its orientation depends on both the solar-wind velocity direction and
the external field BE
 direction. Thus the orientation of the toroidal
field at a given surface site would be independent of the poloidal field
direction and, in general, could either aid or oppose the poloidal field
tangential component. For many transient events, therefore, the toroidal
mode would cause the points in the Figure 12 tangential evs •ves to be scat-
teed about the reference line of slope equal to 1 rather than to lie
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along a line of slope greater than 1. Consequently, a toroidal response
mode would not explain the deviation of the data from the two-layer model.
The third alternative, that of a highly conducting core deep in the
lunar interior, would cause the trends indicated in all three graphs of
Figure 12. For this case, the eddy-current decay time for the deep core
would be much longer than that in the outer regions, causing a poloidal
field to persist long after the currents in the outer regions have decayed.
This deep core eddy-current field, which would persist much longer than
four minutes, would cause the Apollo 12 radial component to fall short of
the Explorer 35 post-transient value as shown in Figure 12a and would
cause the Apollo 12 tangential component, after the initial overshoot, to
fall short of the corresponding Explorer 35 value (Figures 12b and 12c).
The deep core, therefore, would produce the characteristics of the measured
4
deviations from the two-layer mode as illustrated in Figure 12.
Properties of the three-layer moon. Figure 13 schematically shows the
three-layer conductivity model of the moon and depicts a time sequence of
field-line configurations for a magnctic step transient. At t = 0 the
external field changes from an initial value BEo to a final value BEf'
For the outer crust, 
a  
i 0, so its eddy-current decay time T o -* 0, and
for the intermediate shell and inner core, respectively, 0 1 « 02 so that
T 1 << T2. The external field instantaneously diffuses into the nonconduct-
ing crust, but eddy currents are induced inside the two inner layers, and
further penetration of the external field is temporarily prevented. For
0 < t < 4 minutes (4 minutes =5 T1 ), eddy currents decay inside the inter-
mediate layer, allowing the external field to diffuse into that layer. For
times in the range 4 minutes < t < T 2 , eddy currents in the highly conducting
Fig. :13
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inner core start to decay and the external field diffuses through the
entire sphere after some extended time t >> T2.
Transient events which persist long enough to permit study of this
long-term decay of inner-core currents (i.e., events which show a sharp
step change in Explorer 35 external-field data, followed by a long period
of steady field) are rare, but four good cases have been found, and two
arc presented here. Figure 14 shows the two long-term events, both of
	 Fig. 14
which last over 15 minutes with ncminal amplitude fluctuations of about
1 gamma before and after the transient arrival at t = 0. Limits on the
conductivity and radius of the inner core were found by fitting the theoret-
ical function F(t) of equation (8) to the data for times greater than four
minutes after transient arrival (at which time currents in the intermediate
shell will have decayed and the inductive interaction between the inner
core and the intermediate shell can be neglected). The parametric fit
yields a lower limit of 0 2	 L	 mhos/meter and an upper limit of
R 2 - 0.6Rm.
It is assumed that the conductivity calculated for the two-layer-
model core will approximate the conductivity of the three-layer-model
intermediate shell. This is reasonable since the intermediate region in
the three-layer model has a volume > 4 times that of the inner core, and
thus eddy-current decay characteristics of the intermediate shell should
not be significantly changed by the more highly conducting inner core. An
upper limit is not calculated for 02 since a very small inner core
(R2 < 0.2Rm ) could have very high conductivity, but its poloidal field,
which would be reduced by a factor (R 2 /Rm ) 3 at the lunar surface, would
	 •,I
not be detectable above the instrwi,.ent threshold of 0.2 gamma for a
10-gamma step transient.
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It is concluded, therefore, that the most probable cause of the dis-
crepancy 'between the data and the two-layer model is the lack of homogeneity
of the conducting sphere. A model which has a continuously varying conduc-
tivity distribution will be used in future work to give a more thorough
description of the conductivity of the lunar interior. At the present time,
However, the simplest model which qualitatively explains the general aspects
of the dark-side transient-response data is a three-layer model having a
thin outer crust of very low conductivity (i.e., conductivity so low that
field changes diffuse through the crust in times too short to be detected
by the Apollo 12 magnetometer), an intermediate layer of conductivity
a l - 10-4 rL:os/met.er , and a deep conducting core of conductivity 02 greater
than 10-2
 mhos /meter.
Intei9naZ temperature ealeulations. The electrical conductivity values
obtained by measuring the time response characteristics of the vector mag-
netic field transient can be used to calculate the internal temperature
distribution if the material composition is known. For materials and pres-
sures that have been wed to model the lunar interior (see, e.g., Urey,
1970; KopaZ, 1969), the electrical conductivity is independent of pressure
to a first app-roximation [EngZand et al.., 1968; Rikitake, 19661. The con-
ductivity can be expressed as
l
a = a l exr(-E l /kT) + a2 exp(-E 2 /kT)	 i9)
where E l
 and E 2
 are the activation energies of the intrinsic semiconduc-
tion mechanism and ionic conduction, respectively; a l Fnd a2 are material-
dependent constan, s, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature
of the material in degrees Kelvin. The electrical conductivity has been
measured as a function of temperature for several materials which may
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comprise the b-silk of the lunar interior [Keller and Frischknecht, 1966;
Nagatn_, 1970J. A plot of ti:ese measured conductivities versus temperature
is shown in Figure 15.	 Fig. 15
A lunar cross section showing a temperature-conductivity profile of
a three-layer lunar interior is given in Figure 16. This figure lists the
	 Fig. 16
electrical conductivities determined by Apollo 12 magnetic-field measure-
ments, and temperatures corresponding -o these conductivities for four
materials used here to model the lunar-interior composition: olivine,
peridotite, basalt, and an Apollo 11 lunar surfa(!e sample.
In this paper, the analysis permits consideration of only a lower
limit of the inner core temperature. The upper temperature limit for a
lunar core has been set at -1800° K by other investigators [Frisker et aZ.,
1967; Urey, 19701 from lunar thermodynamic and intarnal stress
considerations.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The response of the moon to magnetic-field step transients in the
solar wind has been investigated for seventy-five events, using simul-
taneous data from the Apollo 12 lunar surface magnetometer and the lunar
orbiting Explorer 35 magnetometer. These transient events were all
selected at times when the moon was in the free-streaming solar wind and
the Apollo 12 magnetometer was on the lunar dark side.
In order to calculate the internal electrical conductivity, a spheri-
cally symmetric two-layer model of the moon was assumed, in which a con-
ducting core is surrounded by a nonconducting crust. Solutions of
Maxwell's equations for the induced eddy-current responsE of this two-
layer model show a characteristic damped response in the radial component
#,
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and overshoot in the tangential components. The lunar-nighttime Apollo 7.2
magnetometer data consistently show this distinct difference between radial
and tangential components for all step transients; this property strongly
implies that the surface magnetometer is indeed measuring a global rather
than a local effect.
A best fit of two-layer theory to the data for twenty transi-ents
yields the values of conductivity c, = 1.7 ' 0.4 x 10-4 mhos/meter and
radius 0.95 < R, < Rm for the cond, icting core.
The data deviate from the two-layer model in that the post-transient
decaying surface field does not approach the proper theoretically predicted
asymptote. In order to explain this deviation, possibilities of signifi-
cant perturbations due to either a lunar permeable shell or a non-negligible
toroidal field are considered and qualitatively discounted. The most plaus-
ible explanation of the discrepancy is the existence of a deep core with
minimum conductivity Q2 - 10 -2
 mhos/meter and maximum radius R 2 - 0.6Rm.
It is concluded, therefore, that the simplest model which qualita-
tively explains all the general aspects of the dark-side transient-response
data is a spherically symmetric three-layer model having a thin OLiter crust
of very low conductivity. The intermediate layer, of radial thickness
R 1 - R 2
 where 0.95Rm < R 1 < R. and R 2 < 0.6Rm , has an electrical conduc-
tivity Q1 = 1.7 t 0.4 x 10- 4 mhos/meter; the inner core has a maximum
radius R2 - 0.6Rm and minimum conductivity 02 - 10-2 mhos/meter.
The conductivities calculated for the three-layer model are related to
the temperatures in the three regions. Temperatures are calculated for
four possible lunar material compositions. For the example of an olivine
moon, the temperatures of the layers are as follows: crust, s 530° K;
intermediate layer, 840° K; core, < 1240° K.
..
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APPENDIX
The particular case of the response of the lunar sphere to a step-
'unction transient magnetic field can be treated by extending the theory
of Sriythe [1950]. Here the moon is considered to be a two-layer sphere
(see Figure 5) subject to the following conditions:
1. The model is spherically symmetric and has a homogeneous inner
core with electrical conductivity Q1 and radius R 1 surrounded by a non-
conducting (c o
 - 0) outer shell of thickness (Rm - R 1 ). It is also
assumed that the toroidal induction mode is negligible, a condition con-
sistent with a nonconducting outer shell.
2. The sphere is in a vacuum, i.e., no plasma interactions.
3. 'she sphere is everywhere isotropic and it has constant permeabil-
ity (u), permittivity (s), and conductivity (Q 1 ). The permeability is
everywhere that of free space (u = uo).
4. Dimensions of external field transients are large compared to
the lunar sphere, such tha-L; the sphere responds as a whole to the
transients.
5. Conduction currents dominate displacement currents within the
sphere.
6. There is no net charge on the sphere.
Then, for a coordinate system fixed in the sphere, Maxwell's equations
and Ohm's law in the rationalized m.k.s. system are as follows:
0 X E_
-at (Al)
0 X B = u oi (A2)
V B = 0 (A3)
0	 • E - 0 (A4)
J = 6 1 L (A5)
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where E and B are electric field and magnetic induction, J is conduc-
tion current density, al is the electrical conductivity of the sphere's
inner core, and uo = 47 x 10-7 henrys/meter, the permeability of free
space.
By introducing the magnetic vector potential A. defined by
0 x A = B and 0 • A = 0, one can derive from the above equations the
expressions:
02Ao = 0
	 (A6)
0
2
A
-*
l = Uoal 
a'	 (A7)
where AO and A l are magnetic vector potentials outside and inside the
conducting core, respectively.
If a spherical coordinate system (r, 6, $), shown in Figure 5, is
chosen such that the magnetic field is independent of
	 and has no com-
ponent in the
	 direction, then A must lie entirely along
A = A^(r, e, t)^	 (A8)
Then, in equation (A7),
aA
uoo l a t - uoa l at (A9)
and
A1^
02Al = [2A1^ - r2
 sin 6
	
(A10)
and equation (A7) becomes
aAI^ 2 	 A1^
coal at = 4 A li - 7S' — -
	
lAll)
Expanding the Laplacian, equation (A9) becomes
	
3A l 0	 1	
2 —'A10)
	 (1 - u2)1 /2 32
	
Uoai at
	
7 ar r	 ar	 +	 r2	 3u2 ^(1 - 
u2)1/2A1o]
^	 (Al2)
where u = cos 6.
1
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Equations (A6) and (A7) can therefore be expressed as:
V 2Ao = 0	 (Al 3)
V 2A l
 = wool 
a	 (A14)
Product solutions of these equations are found from equations of the form
of (Al2):
Ao =	 C
 Ds r_
2 sin e exp(-kSR 2t/62 )	 (A15)
SS
A l = µ,	 Csr-112J3f2(ksr)sin e exp(-ksR 2t/S 2 )	 (A16)
s
where J 3 / 2 is a fractional-order Bessel function and R l is the radius of
the conducting sphere. The terms C s , Ds , ks , and S 2 will be deterrdned by
applying the appropriate boundary conditions.
Consider, at t = 0, a step change ABEo in the external dr i ving mag-
netic field, from an initial external field BEo to a final field BEf'
i.e., BEf	 BEo + AB E* The coordinate system is chosen such that all
three of these vectors lie in the plane containing r and 6 (see Figure 5).
Then, by applying boundary conditions across the surface of the conducting
core,
	
Ao = A l	 ( A17)
wo ar (rAo ) = wo ar (rAl)	 (A18)
one can evaluate Ds and S2 for equation (Alb):
BE I R1
Ds
 =	 k2	 (A19 )
s
S2 
= woo l R i
	 (A20)
and ks is a nontrivial eigenvalue of the characteristic equation
R d [J312(ksRl)] + 2 J3/2 (ks Rl) = 0	 (A21)
NI
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Equation (A21) can be solved to yield the eigenvalues
k
s 
R 1 = sn
	 s = 1, 2, 3, . . .
	
(A22)
The transient potential outside the conducting core is then
^ 3
Ao =	 3 I^BE I R1	
1 exp - s2^	 sin 6	 (A23)
2 2
	
g 2	 ^-
n r	 s=1
Since the transient poloidal magnetic field induced in the sphere is deriv-
able as the curl of the vector potential, the components of the poloidal
transient field Bp
 on the outer surface of the sphere at r = Rri are
4
Bpr	 r sin 0 3t (Ao sin 6) _ -2Q, I ABE I F(t) cos 6
BP6	 r ar (rAo ) 	 -Q IA EI F(t) sin d
B	 0p = 
where
Q = 2 (R1/Rm)3
co
-	 s2exp(-s272t/^2)
s=1
6 2 
_ uoalR1
(A24)
(A25)
(A26)
(A27)
(A28)
(A29)
A plot of F(t) appears in Figure 6.
In order to compare actual mess urements to this two-layer theory, it
is advantageous to transform equations (A24), (A2.5), and (A26) from the
spherical system (r, 6, ^) to the (x, j, z) system, which has its origin
at the Apollo 12 magnetometer site where r = R m . Here x is directed
radially outward from the lunar surface and y and z lie tangential to
the surface, directed eastward and northward, respectively. This trans-
formation is accomplished by the transformation matrix
0
30
1 0 0
0 c;)s `Y Lin Y	 (A30)
0 -sin T cos Y'
which rotates the (r, 6, ^) coordinate system into the (x, y, z) system
(see Figure 5), yielding
Bpx = -2Q Io E I F(t) cos 6
B
PY 
= -Q 
I BE I F(t) sin 6 cos 4'	 (A31)
Bpz = +Q, I,^BEI F(t) sin 6 sin T
But in the ALSEP system, 
BE has components AB Ex = IABE cos 61
ABEY = - I A	 sin 6 cos Y', and ABEz = j !CBE I sir. 6 sin Y', so
Bpx = -2Q(ABEx)F(t)
Bpy = Q(ABEy
 Mt)	 (A32)
Bpz = Q(OBEz Mt)
Components of the total field (BA ) on the outer surface of the sphere
at r = Rm
 are found by adding components of the external driving field
(BE ) to components of the induced lunar poloidal field (Bp):
t < 0:
BAx = BExo (A33)
BAy = BEyo (A34)
BAz BEzo (A35)
6
t > 0:
b,4x = -2Q(ABEx )F(t)
+ BExf (A36)
BAy = Q(ABEy )F(t) + BEy2, (A37)
B A z = Q(ABEz Mt) + BEzf (A38)
N 
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Here B
Eio and BEif (i = x, y, or °) are initial and final external field
components, respectively. These solutions are plotted in Figure 7.
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TABLE 1. Apollo 12 Magnetometer Characteristics
Parameter	 Value
Range
Resolution
Frequency response
Angular response
Sensor geometry
Commands
Analog zero determination
Internal calibration
Field bias offset capability
Modes of operation
Power
We i ght
Si ze
Operating temperature
0 to ± 400 gammas
0 to ± 200 gammas
0 to ± 100 gammas
t 0.2 gamma
do to 3 Hz
Proportional to cosine of angle
between magnetic-field vector
and sensor axis
Three orthogonal sensors at the
end of 100-cm booms
Orientation determination to
within 1° in lunar coordinates
10 groun .1 and 1 spacecraft
180 0 flip of sensor
0, ± 25, ± 50, and ± 75% of full
scale
0, ± 25, ± 50, and ± 75% of full
scale
Orthogonal field measurements
Gradient measurement
Internal calibration
3.5 W average in daytime
7.5 W average in nighttime
8.9 kg
25 x 28 x 63 cm
-50 0 to +85°C
1
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Lunar orbit projection onto the solar ecliptic plane, showing
the Apollo 12 magnetometer during the first post-deployment luna-
tion, 1969. During a complete revolution around the earth, the mag-
,ietometer passes through the earth's bow shock, the magnetosheath,
the geomagnetic tail, and the interplanetary region dominated by
solar plasma fields.
Figure 2. Induced lunar magnetic fields. (a) Poloidal field B p , induced
by time-dependent fluctuations in the solar magnetic field. The lunar
equatorial plane, the solar magnetic field BE , and the velocity
of the moon with r(tspect to the solar wind are in the plane of the
paper. (b) Toroidal field Bt , induced by a v x BE driving electric
field. The electrical field exists due to the motion of the external
solar magnetic field BE , frozen in the solar wind, past the moon.
View shows the side of the moon facing the sun with lunar north pole
at top.
Figure 3. The Apollo 12 lunar surface magnetometer deployed on the moon
in Oceanus Procellarum. Sensors are :,c the top ends of the booms and
approximately 75 cm above the lunar surface. The sensor boom shown
at right is directed east. The electronics and the motor drive
assembly are located in the box, encased in a 'hernial blanket. Heat
rejection during lunar day and retention during lunar night are con-
trolled by a parabolic reflector array on two sides of the electronics
box. The astronaut bubble level and azimuthal shadowgraph, which allow
accurate orientation of the magnetometer, are on top of the box.
Power, digital signals, and commands are conveyed through a ribbon
1
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cable, which connects to the ALSEP central station telemetry receiver
and transmitter. Astronaut Conrad is shown in the background, adjust-
ing the S-band antenna on the central station.
Figure 4. Explorer 35 orbit around the moon, projected onto the solar
ecliptic plane. The period of revolution is 11.5 hours. This par-
ticular orbit shows the nighttime positions of the Apollo 12 and
Explorer 35 magnetometers at the time of the transient event shown in
Figure 11.
Figure 5. Coordinate systems. The orthogonal set (r, A, ^) forms a
spherical system; the external driving field step change OTiE
 and
the radius vector to the Apollo 12 site lie in the r - e plane.
The orthogonal set (x, y, z) forms a coordinate system where the
origin is at the surface magnetometer position and x, y, z are
directed radially outward from the surface, tangentially eastward,and
tangentially northward, respectively.
Figure 6. Time-dependent portion F(t) of the two-layer model surface-
field response solution for a step-function transient in the driving
solar magnetic field (see equation (8)). Q1 and R 1 are conductivity
and radius, respectively, of the core.
Figure 7. Theoretical solutions (plots of equations (8) through (10)) for
the poloidal magnetic-field response of a homogeneous conducting
lunar core of radius R 1 to a step-function transient in the driving
solar-wind magnetic field. For a step-fun^tion change 4E in the
external driving field (measured by Explorer 35), the total magnetic
field at the surface of the moon BA (measured by the Apollo 12 mag-
netometer) will be damped in the radial (BAx) component and will
fk0
overshoot in the tangential (B Ayand BAz ) components. A family of
curves is shown for aifferent values of -she parameter R1/Rm.
Figure 8. Response to step-function transients in all three vector com-
ponents. The components are expressed in a coordinate system which
has its origin on the lunar surface at the Apollo i2 site. The
x-axis is directed radially outward from the funtr urfece; y and z
are tangential to the surface, directed edst-vard and. northward.,
respectively. Note damping on the radial x-axis and overshoot -)ri
tangential y and z axes. Apollo 12 and Explore- 35 data scales
differ due to the existence of a 36 t 5 gamma steady field at the
Apollo 12 site.
Figure 9. X-axis (radial) response to a double square wave., Note distinct
damping in Apollo 12 x-axis data for ea- -, . of the four ste p transients
in simultaneous Explorer 35 data.
Figure 10. Y-axis (tangential) response to a step 'transient, showing
distinct overshoot in Apollo 12 y-axis data.
Figure 11. Comparison between Apollo 12 magnetometer data and t-o-layer
lunar model theory for an x-axis (radial) step transient. Best fit
is for a homogeneous core of conductivity a = 1.5 x 1.0-`' m^ios/meter
and radius 0.95Rm < R < Rm . Superimposed theoretical decay curves
for other core conductivities illustrate the sensitive deperidence of
decay characteristics on the conductivity. This transient t: ent
occurred at a time when the Apollo 12 magnetometer was 	 r, lunar
dark side and Explorer 35 was in the free-streaming solar w 	 (see
`	 Figure 4) .
Figure 12. Differences between _field component values measured at t -- 0
and at t = +4 minutes in the Apollo 12 data (AB Ai ), plotted versus
SA.
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corresponding differences in the Explorer 35 data (AB Ei ). Each
point represents a separate transient event occurring when the
Apollo 12 magnetometer was on the lunar dark s.de. A .reference Line
of slope one is shown on each plot, indicating the functional depen-
dence of A BAi on 
ABET 
for a two-layer model which decays to an
asymptotic value within four minutes. Deviations of the data from
the reference line indicate that currents are still flowing in a
deep lunar core at times t > 11 minutes. (a) Radial x-axis.
(b) Tangential y-axis. (c) Tangential z-axis.
Figure 13. A graphical representation of the total-field poloidal response
of a three-layer sphere to a, step directional change in the external
driving field. The external field changes at t = 0 from an initial
value BEo to a final BE f
 by the vector quantity CBE BEf - BEo'
For the outer crust a  - 0 so its decay time constant T o	0, and
for the inner layers 01 « Q2 so T 1 « T 2 . ( a) Initial condition at
t < 0. (b) External field has changed direction; the field has
	 '.1
instantaneously penetrated the outer nonconducting shell and is diffus-
ing into the middle shell. (c) Poloidal currents have mostly decayed
in the middle shell, but they are still freely flowing in the highly
conducting core. (d) Final state after a time long enough for eddy
currents to have decayed throughout the sphere, allowing the external
field to penetrate the entire sphere.
Figure l4. Extended time response of the moon to step transients. (a)
Z-axis (-^,angential) event showing gradual decay of the sur face field
ov--r a 15--minute time span. (b) X-axis (radial) event.
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Figure 15. Electrical conductivity as a lznctic
possible lunar interior materialo.
Figure 16. Temperature and conductivity contour
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